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The epidemic of Ebola virus disease (EVD) in West Africa, responsible for over 28 616 infections and 11 310 deaths through May 2016, has caused great suffering across a region already burdened by extreme poverty, recent histories of civil conflict, and weak health systems [1]. Sierra Leone, Liberia, and Guinea are among the countries with the world’s lowest levels of public investment in health. Therefore, it was not surprising that their underresourced and understaffed hospitals and health centers were the fault lines along which the EVD epidemic exploded. Nor is it surprising that caregivers—both clinicians who lacked the personal protective equipment necessary to halt transmission and those who, by necessity, nursed sick family members at home—were infected at disproportionate rates. More than 500 health professionals have died from EVD since this epidemic began.

Multilateral organizations such as the United Nations and the World Health Organization, bilateral and philanthropic donors, and international nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) were initially slow to respond to the EVD epidemic. Eventually, exponentially increasing rates of new infections in West Africa and a handful of cases exported from West Africa to the United States and Europe in late 2014 spurred sizable, if belated, commitments of financial and human resources from the international community. While rates of new infections began to fall steeply as the EVD epidemic entered its second full year [2], case-fatality rates remained widely divergent across settings, and small clusters of cases continued to emerge across the region through the end of 2015 and into 2016. As the EVD epidemic subsides, it is important for all who participated in the emergency Ebola response to reflect on strengths and weaknesses of the response. Such reflections should take into account perspectives not usually included in peer-reviewed publications and after-action reports, including those from the public sector, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), survivors of Ebola, and Ebola-affected households and communities. In this article, we first describe how the international NGO Partners In Health (PIH) partnered with the Government of Sierra Leone and Wellbody Alliance (a local NGO) to respond to the EVD epidemic in 4 of the country’s most Ebola-affected districts. We then describe how, in the aftermath of the epidemic, PIH is partnering with the public sector to strengthen the health system and resume delivery of regular health services. PIH’s experience in Sierra Leone is one of multiple partnerships with different stakeholders. It is also one of rapid deployment of expatriate clinicians and logistics personnel in health facilities largely deprived of health professionals, medical supplies, and physical infrastructure required to deliver health services effectively and safely. Lessons learned by PIH and its partners in Sierra Leone can contribute to the ongoing discussion within the international community on how to ensure emergency preparedness and build resilient health systems in settings without either.
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epidemic subsides, Sierra Leone, Guinea, and Liberia face the daunting challenge of building health systems resilient enough to protect their populations from other health crises (whether current, future, acute, or chronic). They face this challenge befitting of health professionals.

While much has been written from policy and public health perspectives about the response to the EVD epidemic, less has been written from the perspective of those called to implement these policies and provide clinical care to patients. As implementing partners in the emergency Ebola response, international NGOs delivered a wide range of health services, which included identifying new infections in Ebola-affected communities, providing clinical care to the critically ill in Ebola treatment units (ETUs), advocating for and employing survivors of Ebola to help with the response, and reopening district hospitals and health centers shuttered at the height of the epidemic.

Partners In Health (PIH), an international NGO with more than 30 years of experience working with the public sector to deliver health services to poor and marginalized patients in 10 countries around the world [3], began working in Sierra Leone in October 2014 at the invitations of the national government and Wellbody Alliance, a local NGO that has delivered community-based health services in the eastern part of the country since 2006. In this article, we outline the strategic choices made, the guiding principles implemented, the activities pursued, and the lessons learned during PIH’s participation in the emergency Ebola response. We also describe PIH’s simultaneous efforts to strengthen the health system in 4 of Sierra Leone’s most Ebola-affected districts (Port Loko, Kono, Kambia, and Western Area Urban; Figure 1). During the same time frame, PIH launched a response to help contain the EVD epidemic in Liberia, which will be described in a future article [4].

THE STATE OF SIERRA LEONE’S HEALTH SYSTEM AND OF THE EVD EPIDEMIC AT THE TIME OF PIH’S ENGAGEMENT

Sierra Leone’s health system was unprepared to tackle the formidable challenge posed by the EVD epidemic. One careful study in 2010 compared the capacity of Sierra Leone’s hospitals to perform essential surgery with that of US Civil War field hospitals, concluding that the latter were “equivalent and in many ways superior” [5, p 1743]. Another recent study assessed the capacity of district hospitals across the country to adopt universal precautions and to implement best practices for infection prevention and control, concluding that “items such as gloves, eye protection, and aprons were routinely in limited supply” and that “Government facilities were unacceptably deficient in protective supplies” [6, p 1196]. In the district of Port Loko, the main public hospital was found to be without electricity, running water, or a regular supply of oxygen [7]. Not surprisingly, by autumn 2014 the same hospital would be among the hardest-hit by nosocomial transmission of Ebola to health professionals in Sierra Leone.

In late October 2014, Sierra Leone was reporting over 500 new EVD cases per week (with more than 100 cases each week in the district of Port Loko alone—the highest Ebola incidence ever documented in a rural area) [8]. The British government warned that this figure would exceed 1000 by early December without a dramatically accelerated response from the international community [9]. Virtually no beds were available for patients with EVD at any of the health facilities in Port Loko [10], with the exception of an isolation ward in the district’s main public hospital, which was filled to more than twice its capacity and dangerous for both patients and health professionals [11]. Although the Government of Sierra Leone was converting an abandoned vocational school into a 108-bed ETU, no international NGO was yet present in Port Loko to help provide clinical care to patients with EVD.

An assessment conducted that month (October 2014) by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention revealed that most health professionals in Port Loko had received no formal training on infection prevention and control, that stocks of personal protective equipment were insufficient in quantity and did not meet internationally recognized quality standards, and that the number of health professionals was inadequate across all levels of the health system [12]. Furthermore, 23 health professionals had been infected with Ebola in the district between May and October 2014 [13]. As a result, basic health services, limited in scope and reach before the EVD epidemic, had collapsed: by mid-October, rates of deliveries in health facilities and malaria cases diagnosed and treated had fallen by 49.1% and 60.5%, respectively, in Port Loko when compared to rates in October 2013 (Figure 2) [14].

PIH’S GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR THE EMERGENCY EBOLA RESPONSE

To guide its emergency Ebola response in Sierra Leone, PIH adopted the same principles that had been developed and refined over 3 decades of working to strengthen the health systems of low-income countries while responding to humanitarian and health crises (from earthquakes and floods to epidemics of cholera and multidrug-resistant tuberculosis).

PIH’s main strategic goal is to be of service to national governments and support the public sector in areas (both geographic and programmatic) where the need is the greatest. In Sierra Leone, the National Ebola Response Center, the governance body responsible for leading the emergency Ebola response, attempted to coordinate the contributions of each donor and implementing partner from the international community. This was a daunting task, given the large number of partners involved, each with unique expertise and priorities, and the dynamic nature of the epidemic. PIH sought to support the National Ebola Response Center and the Ministry of Health and Sanitation (MoHS) by being a flexible partner and by tailoring its activities to address evolving local needs. This meant following the recommendations of the National Ebola Response Center and of the
MoHS when selecting the districts and, within those districts, the health facilities to support. This also meant, at times, either conducting entirely new activities (such as initiating an Ebola survivor program) or opting out of activities (such as delivering community-based health services in 2 of 4 PIH-supported districts) in which PIH had significant expertise but were already underway or promised by other implementing partners.

To demonstrate commitment to building capacity within the public sector, PIH has traditionally pursued a 3-pronged approach: (1) reinforcing ongoing government efforts with additional health professionals (both local and expatriate) and medical supplies, (2) improving and/or developing new policies and procedures for health service delivery, and (3) refurbishing the infrastructure of existing government-run health facilities [15]. In Sierra Leone, this meant that PIH would not build and operate a new purpose-built ETU independently (which would have taken up to 8 weeks) but would instead devote substantial human and financial resources to working in and

Figure 1. Health facilities supported by Partners In Health in Sierra Leone, 2014–2015. The capacity at each unit is as follows: Maforki Ebola treatment unit (ETU), 108 beds; District Hospital holding units, 60 beds; 12 community care centers (CCCs), 195 beds; and PCMH holding unit, 11 beds.
improving health facilities already operated by the MoHS. As a result, PIH was able to scale up delivery of health services for patients with EVD and support to Sierra Leonean clinicians rapidly, in part by leveraging existing resources available to and partnerships established by the MoHS.

In the countries where it operates, PIH seeks to find the balance between the quality, scale, and safety of its activities. Therefore, in Sierra Leone, PIH decided to support 17 health facilities across 4 districts (Figure 1) and, within those facilities, sought to both improve the quality of clinical care provided to patients with EVD and ensure the safety of the clinicians providing such care. The response of the international community to previous EVD outbreaks in rural Africa had been characterized by placing more emphasis on halting transmission relative to improving outcomes for those already infected, a choice that was partly responsible for the abysmal case-fatality rates reported in the literature [16, 17]. However, policies that pit prevention against care deter sick individuals from going to health facilities, undermine trust, and hinder efforts to refer, isolate, rapidly diagnose, and effectively treat patients with viral hemorrhagic fevers [16, 18–20]. In Sierra Leone, PIH and other international NGOs sought to move away from a prevention-only focus (which prioritized isolation of patients with EVD over provision of clinical care) to an integrated approach, whereby the prevention of new infections and the improvement of patient outcomes would be equally prioritized and explicitly recognized as mutually interdependent objectives [21].

Last, effective delivery of health services requires a continuous and integrated chain of activities that links together hospitals, health centers, and communities. To achieve continuity and integration, PIH works to strengthen the public sector across all levels of the health system. In Sierra Leone, PIH believed that the emergency Ebola response should be no exception (Figure 3). For example, supporting an ETU would not suffice to contain the EVD epidemic if communities in the surrounding areas were not effectively mobilized to recognize the symptoms of EVD and refer potentially infected individuals as early as possible to that facility [18]. Conversely, social mobilization and educational outreach efforts in those communities alone would not convince individuals with symptoms of EVD to seek admission in an ETU unable to provide high-quality and dignified clinical care, nor would transmission in the community be halted only by ubiquitous billboards discouraging either the consumption of bush meat (since all documented EVD cases in 2014 and 2015 spread from human to human) or prohibiting any contact with individuals with symptoms of EVD (since, in the absence of an ambulance service to transport them to a nearby ETU, this would mean leaving loved ones and neighbors to die) [22]. Such disruptions in the health service delivery chain had in fact facilitated the early spread of Ebola in West Africa and complicated efforts to build the trust required for effective disease surveillance and accurate reporting, to say nothing of early diagnosis and prompt initiation of effective clinical care [20, 23, 24].

Figure 2. Disruption of essential maternal and child health services in Port Loko District.

Figure 3. Levels of health service delivery in the emergency Ebola response.
IMPLEMENTING THE EMERGENCY EBOLA RESPONSE

By February 2015, PIH was working across 4 districts and supporting 17 health facilities that were providing clinical care to patients with EVD (totaling 374 beds; Figure 1). Those health facilities included a 108-bed ETU in Port Loko (the ultimate destination for all patients with EVD diagnosed in that district, where the most intensive clinical care was provided; Figure 4); 4 holding units (isolation wards at regular health facilities for patients with symptoms of EVD), including one within Princess Christian Maternity Hospital in Freetown (Sierra Leone’s main maternity hospital); and 12 community care centers (smaller decentralized health facilities where individuals with symptoms of EVD were first isolated and stabilized prior to referral to an ETU). PIH also provided logistical support to 2 biocontainment laboratories with diagnostic capability operated by Erasmus University and funded by the Dutch government.

Between October 2014 and June 2015, approximately 1900 patients were admitted to the 17 PIH-supported health facilities, and 366 of those patients received a diagnosis of EVD. Based on a preliminary analysis, the overall case-fatality rate for patients with a diagnosis of EVD in the Port Loko ETU was 49%, which contrasts with anecdotal reports of rates exceeding 80% in the same facility prior to PIH’s engagement. Among the 274 pregnant women who were admitted to the holding unit at Princess Christian Maternity Hospital in Freetown, 28 received a diagnosis of EVD. Nine of them (and their fetuses) died, while 19 were stabilized and referred to one of the ETUs in Freetown. Mortality for patients with a diagnosis of EVD in the Port Loko ETU varied month to month and, as in other cohorts [8, 25–28], was higher in infants (71% among those aged <12 months) and patients aged >45 years (74%) than in adolescents and young adults.

There were obvious risks associated with providing clinical care to large numbers of patients with EVD in health facilities not designed specifically for this purpose. From the beginning, the MoHS and PIH worked together to both improve the quality of clinical care provided to patients with EVD and to reduce the risk of transmission among health professionals. Clinical protocols were refined through an iterative process, and PIH sought to standardize them across all the 17 health facilities supported. Clinicians in the Port Loko ETU and within Princess Christian Maternity Hospital’s holding unit implemented aggressive intravenous fluid resuscitation, closer monitoring of inputs and outputs, management of electrolyte disturbances (measured by point-of-care i-Stat devices [Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, Illinois]), and enhanced nutritional support during and after patients’ admission. To improve the safety profile of the health facilities, the MoHS and PIH worked together to strengthen water and sanitation systems, train local health professionals in infection prevention and control, and bolster supply chains for personal protective equipment. One expatriate clinician working for PIH became infected (and fully recovered following medical evacuation to the United States), while 3 health professionals employed by the MoHS who had worked alongside PIH clinicians became infected (1 died and 2 recovered after being treated at an ETU operated by the British military).

PIH also sought to strengthen the emergency Ebola response at the community level. By June 2015, approximately 800 community health workers employed by PIH and Wellbody Alliance had conducted over 1.1 million home visits in Ebola-affected communities to identify individuals with symptoms of EVD, referred 357 of those individuals to PIH-supported health facilities, monitored hundreds of family members of patients with EVD who were under quarantine at home, and delivered educational messages on Ebola to nearly 900 000 Sierra Leoneans. These community health workers were trained to couple education about Ebola with psychosocial support and empathetic counseling of Ebola-affected households and individuals. Especially in Kono, many of these community health workers had previous experience delivering health services to poor and underserved patients with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection and other chronic diseases through Wellbody Alliance. As a result, they were able to leverage local...
knowledge, trust, and bonds of solidarity to educate entire villages on the importance of identifying individuals with symptoms of EVD and seeking early diagnosis and referral to health facilities.

Survivors of Ebola remain vulnerable to both clinical and social sequelae, often experiencing lingering physical ailments, severe stigmatization, and economic marginalization [29]. As a result, PIH launched an Ebola survivor program that grew to include >900 survivors in the Port Loko, Kono, and Western Area Urban districts between October 2014 and May 2015. The program enrolls survivors in vocational and literacy training, pays school fees to help children who either survived Ebola or were orphaned by it, and directly employs survivors to lead social mobilization and community outreach efforts in Ebola-affected communities.

PIH partnered with the MoHS, GOAL Global, International Medical Corps, Christian Blind Mission, and the World Health Organization to operate a clinic for survivors of Ebola within the Baptist Eye Hospital in Port Loko. Between March and August 2015, >650 survivors were evaluated at this facility. Additionally, PIH partnered with the MoHS, GOAL, Médecins Sans Frontières, Médecins du Monde, Welthungerhilfe, Sightsavers, the University of Toronto, the Emory Eye Center, and the World Health Organization to launch a national initiative to screen and treat survivors for long-term ocular complications of EVD. As in previous outbreaks [30–32], many survivors present with arthralgias and myalgias, vision impairment, hearing loss, persistent fatigue, and other lingering physical ailments [33, 34]. More than 2700 survivors were screened for ocular complications of EVD through December 2015; approximately 1 in 5 received a diagnosis of uveitis (a condition that, when left untreated, can lead to blindness) and treated with topical or systemic corticosteroids. While providing clinical care to survivors, PIH and other partners were also generating knowledge on how to diagnose and treat the clinical sequelae of EVD and training clinicians across the country in the management of those sequelae (Sierra Leone had only 2 ophthalmologists until 2015, one of whom practiced in the Port Loko clinic; Figure 5).

PIH considered the development and utilization of novel vaccines, diagnostic assays, and therapeutic tools to be an essential priority for the emergency Ebola response. PIH leveraged the resources and expertise available through its affiliation with Harvard Medical School and partnered with Public Health England and other stakeholders to conduct field validation studies of 2 novel rapid diagnostic tests for EVD: a point-of-care finger stick lateral flow immunoassay (ReEBOV Antigen Rapid Test Kit; Corgenix, Broomfield, CO) and an automated, 2-target, sample-to-answer reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) assay (Xpert Ebola Assay; Cepheid, Sunnyvale, California). Both assays were shown to be highly sensitive and specific in comparison with the laboratory-based RT-PCR tests used for routine diagnosis of EVD [35, 36]. The Xpert assay is now being considered for scale-up across West Africa as part of ongoing surveillance efforts; both assays are being considered as key components of diagnostic algorithms to be implemented during the response to future EVD epidemics. The participation of Sierra Leonian laboratory technicians and health professionals in these studies ensured that local staff were trained in the diagnosis of EVD and provided an assessment of the feasibility of integrating point-of-care assays into future testing strategies in local health facilities.

HEALTH SYSTEM STRENGTHENING IN THE MIDST OF THE EPIDEMIC

Throughout much of 2014, government-run health facilities where regular health services had been routinely delivered were emptied of clinicians (who had died from EVD, were recruited to serve in an ETU, or refused to work in highly unsafe

---

![Figure 5](image-url). High prevalence of ocular symptoms and uveitis among survivors of Ebola at Partners In Health–supported clinic in Lunsar, Port Loko District. Abbreviation: EVD, Ebola virus disease.
environments) and patients (who had lost faith in the public sector) [37, 38]. Rates of premature mortality—already among the world’s highest, especially among women and children—increased dramatically as hospitals and health centers were closed, vaccination coverage plummeted, and supply chains for essential medications were interrupted [39]. Furthermore, attempting to contain the spread of Ebola only by building new ETUs and community care centers was not enough to halt transmission: the vast majority (90.3%) of health professionals infected with Ebola virus in Port Loko before PIH’s arrival, for example, were exposed at hospitals and health centers not specifically devoted to the treatment of EVD [40].

From the beginning of the emergency Ebola response, the MoHS emphasized that only long-term partnerships with donors and international NGOs would allow Sierra Leone to recover from the EVD epidemic. PIH therefore agreed to remain in country beyond the duration of the response, to help the MoHS and partners such as Wellbody Alliance resume the delivery of regular health services and strengthen the health system. In 2014 and 2015, PIH clinicians and logistics personnel worked alongside local health professionals to operate district health centers, restart vaccination and antenatal care programs, respond to outbreaks of measles resulting from plummeting immunization coverage [41], and strengthen infection prevention and control policies and procedures. The health center operated by Wellbody Alliance and supported by PIH clinicians in Kono was one of the few health facilities in Sierra Leone that continued to treat patients with HIV infection and tuberculosis during the epidemic.

In April 2015, the MoHS outlined its long-term strategy to strengthen Sierra Leone’s health system. The following goals are at the core of the strategy, which have informed PIH’s strategic objectives for the next 5 years in Sierra Leone: (1) ensuring the safety of health professionals and patients, (2) resuming and improving the quality of basic health services, (3) capacity building and career development for health professionals, (4) robust and routine disease surveillance and community mobilization (Table 1). Over the coming years, PIH will leverage its long-standing partnerships with Harvard Medical School and Brigham and Women’s Hospital to support and strengthen the public sector and to ensure that, as in Rwanda, health service delivery across all levels of care (hospital, health center, and community) is linked to training and to the generation of new knowledge [42].

### CHALLENGES AND LESSONS LEARNED

PIH faced significant challenges throughout the implementation of the emergency Ebola response and learned valuable lessons in the process of addressing them. While some resulted from factors inherent to PIH’s structure, others can only be understood within the broader context of the international community’s current frameworks for emergency preparedness and for long-term development (Figure 6).

First, it is essential to build capacity for health governance and management within the public sector of low-income countries. In Sierra Leone, the MoHS was initially overwhelmed by...
the scale and complexity of the EVD epidemic. The establishment of the National Ebola Response Center was critical to the scale-up and eventual success of the emergency Ebola response because it improved coordination between donors and implementing partners and was able to mobilize what scant financial and human resources were available in the country. Representatives from Sierra Leone’s MoHS served on the Center’s leadership committee, an arrangement that has facilitated the transition from the emergency Ebola response to a long-term health system strengthening strategy. To support this transition, PIH has seconded staff within the MoHS to assist local policymakers with administrative duties and operational challenges. However, to prevent future health crises from having such a devastating impact in West Africa, it will be important to build capacity within the region’s health sectors for emergency preparedness well before their onset. Some international NGOs (such as the Clinton Health Access Initiative and the Africa Governance Initiative) are now tackling the important priority of health governance and management both regionally and globally, but more remains to be done.

Second, increasing the speed by which the international community responds to another health crisis in the future is key. Like many other international NGOs, PIH began working in West Africa well into the course of the EVD epidemic and could have mobilized earlier than in autumn 2014. This delay was due in part to the limited number of experienced clinicians and logistics personnel available within the organization for immediate deployment. PIH is now considering the establishment of emergency teams that can be deployed in the event of similar health crises. The World Health Organization and other international NGOs are weighing similar solutions [43]. Additionally, for international NGOs like PIH to expand their reach, it will be necessary to recruit from a pool of less experienced expatriates willing to be trained and deployed for a limited period. Short-term clinicians and logistics personnel can add significant value but require considerable mentoring and supervision, as well as sufficient logistical and mental health support, to perform effectively in settings of privation and risk. The establishment of standardized procedures and processes to rapidly recruit, evaluate, train, deploy, and support short-term health professionals is critical and will require ongoing adjustments by PIH and other implementing partners [44].

Many clinicians at academic medical centers and other institutions with global health programs in the United States who wished to volunteer with PIH and other international NGOs in West Africa faced substantial administrative and legal barriers to doing so. Some who were deployed by PIH in Sierra Leone were obligated to return prematurely to the United States to attend on the inpatient service of their employing academic medical centers at a time when their expertise was sorely needed in Sierra Leone. Others had to quit their jobs to volunteer in Sierra Leone because their employers denied them unpaid leave. Academic medical centers and other employing institutions should devise standardized policies regarding the deployment of their clinicians and the coverage of domestic professional duties during humanitarian and health crises.

Third, raising the quality of clinical care provided to patients remains imperative for both halting transmission and saving lives. Initially, the EVD epidemic was difficult to contain partly because patients avoided going to health facilities that were unable to provide high quality and dignified clinical care, while clinicians understandably feared for their own safety [45]. In Sierra Leone, the establishment of an ETU operated by the British military and capable of providing intensive supportive care more likely increased the retention of health professionals [46]. Access to high-quality clinical care for viral hemorrhagic fevers and other infectious diseases must be ensured not only for local clinicians, but also for the general population in the event of future epidemics.

The case-fatality rate for patients with EVD treated at the PIH-supported ETU in Port Loko remained too high, at 49%. While the case-fatality rate across the region was higher, at 64%, among admitted patients and exceeded 90% among those who remained at home [8], 2 ETUs near Freetown reported case-fatality rates of 31% and 37% in large cohorts following the implementation of more-intensive clinical protocols similar to those implemented by PIH [47, 48]. In PIH-supported health facilities, clinicians from Sierra Leone, the United States, and Cuba (in the Port Loko ETU) routinely provided intravenous fluid resuscitation, treatment of electrolyte disturbances, and even intra-osseous fluid resuscitation for infants and small children with hypovolemic shock caused by EVD [49, 50].

However, despite PIH’s best efforts and the heroic dedication of all clinicians involved, the conditions within PIH-supported health facilities remained far below the standards of an average community hospital in the United States, much less those of an intensive care unit. Conversely, the case-fatality rate for those evacuated to medical centers in Europe or North America, where patients with EVD had access to high-quality supportive and critical care, remained <20% (0% among American clinicians, some of whom were shown to lose up to 10 L of fluid per day at rates that could never be replenished by oral rehydration alone) [51]. Debates regarding the reasons underlying such divergent outcomes will continue [16, 17, 52–54]. Yet it is clear that when patients have access to modern medicine, even without taking into account experimental drugs (such as specific antivirals, monoclonal antibodies, or small interfering RNA molecules), EVD is a treatable disease; the vast majority of patients infected with Ebola in West Africa did not—and still do not—have such access [55, 56].

PIH clinicians sought to challenge the notions that most pregnant women with EVD would die even with treatment—based on a case series of 15 women who received little supportive care during the 1995 EVD outbreak in Kikwit [57]—and
that caring for them posed too great a risk for health professionals. The final outcomes for all 28 pregnant women who received a diagnosis of EVD at Princess Christian Maternity Hospital are not known because those who were stabilized were referred to other ETUs. However, the opening of a holding unit at Sierra Leone’s only tertiary-level health facility for women with complications of child birth meant that not only those 28 women, but hundreds of febrile women who had to be isolated and treated in the PIH-supported holding unit until they tested negative for EVD were able to deliver in a health facility when they might otherwise not have received any clinical care. Other international NGOs, including Médecins Sans Frontières, sought to demonstrate that EVD in pregnancy is treatable [58, 59]; more work remains to understand and address the factors responsible for high rates of fetal death.

Fourth, given the importance of timely data collection, surveillance, and quality improvement in the face of a dynamic epidemic, PIH sought to monitor and evaluate its activities from the outset of its engagement in Sierra Leone. As with many other responding organizations, the amount of financial and human resources devoted by PIH to monitoring, evaluation, and research was initially inadequate, leading to delays in PIH’s ability to document what was being done and to lack of reliable data capturing the first 2 months of implementation. Despite these challenges, PIH was able to generate important knowledge regarding clinical care of patients with EVD and survivors [34] and to evaluate 2 point-of-care diagnostic assays that may significantly improve ongoing surveillance and preparedness for future EVD epidemics [35, 36]. Notably, these validation studies were possible to conduct under challenging field conditions because they were linked to ongoing efforts to support local clinicians, improve the quality of clinical care available to patients with EVD, and strengthen the health system. Even within the context of an epidemic, research should be integrated with health service delivery and training whenever possible [60].

Although promising results have recently been published, the international community could have done more to generate knowledge from the EVD epidemic as well [61]. For example, many studies to evaluate the effectiveness of experimental drugs or vaccinations began too late. A disconnect between implementing and research organizations, data-sharing challenges, and a lack of funding for phase 1 efficacy and safety studies prior to the epidemic are among the reasons for such delay [62]. The World Health Organization is now working on a much-needed framework to expedite research and development for diseases of poverty in anticipation of (and, if necessary, during) future health crises. Independent research organizations, companies, and funders should engage in similar efforts.

Fifth, more flexible funding mechanisms would likely have enhanced a more robust response to the EVD epidemic. The amount of funding eventually devoted to the emergency Ebola response was substantial, and it was critical to halting transmission. However, by being too prescriptive regarding how funds should be spent, donors can unintentionally limit options for implementation and stifle innovation. For example, some donors’ refusal to finance medical evacuations or the construction of permanent infrastructure, forced international NGOs like PIH to raise funds independently to fill gaps, especially for long-term projects. Furthermore, national and local health authorities across West Africa were often bypassed by donors in favor of international NGOs with limited experience in the region; by one conservative estimate, only 11.5% of resources appropriated for the emergency Ebola response were channeled through the governments of the 3 most affected countries [63]. This fraction was only 5% in Sierra Leone [64]. Limited management capacity and corruption are often presented, sometimes without much supporting evidence or without meaningful effort to address them, as justifications for neglecting the public sector across Africa. Yet it is perhaps too easy to conflate weak health systems with a propensity for graft; increased transparency on the part of donors and NGOs will also be essential to ensuring that shared goals translate into lasting results [65].

In future health crises, donors should consider prioritizing outcomes over inputs or processes, allowing national health authorities and implementing partners to spend funds as dictated by local needs and evolving circumstances rather than by contracts fixed at the outset of a dynamic health crisis. The establishment of standing emergency funds by the US Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance and the United Kingdom Department for International Development is an encouraging start, but more will be required to address the chronic emergencies that exist wherever outbreaks might evolve into epidemics after spreading through dilapidated health systems.

Sixth, the responsibility of the international community to West Africa will be fulfilled only when the health systems of Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Guinea are resilient enough to quickly identify and contain future epidemics of EVD and other infectious pathologies (from Lassa fever to cholera and measles) and, most importantly, to consistently deliver comprehensive and high-quality health services to their populations. Some international NGOs and donors have opted to remain in Sierra Leone beyond the duration of the emergency Ebola response and to work with the MoHS to strengthen the health system. However, despite this joint commitment, there have been large gaps in funding such a transition: implementing partners have often been unable to quickly redirect unspent or unused resources that were earmarked for Ebola toward resuming and expanding the delivery of regular health services (including meeting the needs of Ebola survivors and families heavily affected by the epidemic). For instance, PIH’s ongoing effort to strengthen the health system is supported only through independently raised funds that are separate from those received for the emergency response.
Ebola response. Some private philanthropies (such as the Open Society Foundations and the Paul Allen Foundation) have begun to recognize and address this gap, yet greater donor flexibility is desperately needed to ensure the kind of continuity between intensive short- and long-term efforts that might render health crises less deadly or prevent them altogether. Finally, as in the global response to the AIDS pandemic, those most affected by a disease have much to teach, and their expertise is critical to efforts to build stronger health systems and a means of stopping this epidemic and preventing the next one. Ebola survivors have been at heart of PIH’s response, and many today serve as community health workers at the forefront of efforts to heal the wounds caused by Ebola’s march across West Africa and the long years of conflict and neglect that preceded it.

CONCLUSION

While the international response to the EVD epidemic saved many lives, major challenges have hindered the translation of these investments into long-term protection for the populations most affected; these issues must be addressed before the next unexpected health emergency arises here or elsewhere where poverty and a heavy burden of disease converge. The historic neglect of the region’s health systems, delays in the engagement of donors and international NGOs, and the endorsement by responders of false dichotomies (between, for example, prevention and care, or between an emergency response and long-term health system strengthening) were among the main challenges encountered. We hope that the lessons learned by PIH and its partners in Sierra Leone to date will contribute to the ongoing dialogue on how best to improve the way the international community currently mobilizes against health crises and invests in health systems capable of detecting and preventing the spread of diseases like Ebola and offering quality care to those who do fall ill.
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